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Abstract:  
There are two approaches to develop shell element, developing the formulation by using 
classical strain-displacement and momentum equations for shells or developing shell elements 
directly from a continuum element, which is called the continuum-based (CB) shell element. 
Zhuang and Cheng[1] introduced X-FEM into CB shell element to model arbitrary crack 
propagation in shells in 2011. The 8-node quadratic CB shell element was adopted to avoid 
locking and they used the “equivalent domain integral” for 3D non-planar crack to calculate 
SIFs. Compared to X-FEM implemented in classical shells[2], cracks in CB shells are not 
necessarily perpendicular to the mid-surface, which is a great advantage over the previous 
methods. 

Based on the essential idea of CB shell element with X-FEM, we improve the method to 
model arbitrary crack propagation in shells. Firstly, the level set method (LSM) is introduced 
to represent the crack. The governing equations of CB shell element are derived from 3D 
solid element and so the level set values are defined on the continuum element, which are 
calculated for every slave node. In addition, because cracks are not necessarily perpendicular 
to the mid-surfacein, crack surfaces in neighboring elements may not be continuous when the 
crack propagates. LSM can conveniently control the continuity of crack surfaces. A new 
integration scheme is proposed in this paper for the elements crossed by the crack surface. We 
adopt the maximum strain as the fracture criterion and thus the crack will propagate when the 
maximum eigenvalue of the strain reaches a failure value. 
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